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     The big data era has become known for its abundance in rapidly 
generated data of varying formats and sizes. With this awareness, 
interest in data analytics and more specifically predictive analytics 
has received increased attention lately. However, the massive sample 
sizes and high dimensionality peculiar with these datasets has 
challenged the overall performance of one of the most important 
components of predictive analytics of our present time, Machine 
Learning. Given that dimensionality reduction has been heavily 
applied to the problems of high dimensionality, this work presents an 
improved scheme of GPU based Multiple Back Propagation (MBP) 
with feature selection for big high dimensional data problems. 
Elastic Net was used for automatic feature selection of high 
dimensional biomedical datasets before classification with GPU 
based MBP and experimental results show an improved performance 
over the previous scheme with MBP.  
     Keywords: Big data, GPU, Multiple Back Propagation, Feature Selection. 
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1      Introduction 
The drop in the cost of hardware/software tools coupled with the rapid 
advancement of the Internet and Information Technology have led to an explosive 
growth in generated data globally. Thus, 27% of the present world population 
which is in excess of 7.2 billion [1] are reported to be among the increasing 
internet users worldwide [2]. This has consequently revolutionized data 
generation in the likes of YouTube, Twitter, Weibo and other players in the social 
media industry. Similar trend in massive data generation has been reported in the 
fields of Particle Physics [3], Astronomy, genomics [4] and other fields of 
sciences. The increased digitalization of almost all daily activities in almost all 
spheres of human endeavour as it relates to business, commerce, medicine, public 
health and academics have further contributed to this data revolution. Thus, the 
term Big Data has become well known and often used to describe large datasets, 
structured or unstructured, that traditional data management /analytics systems 
struggle to process in a realistic time frame[5]. 
 Fig. 1: Worldwide interest in big data, predictive analytics and machine learning 
based on web search on Google between 2004 to November 2015 
Big Data comes with massive opportunities; most important of which is the ability 
to draw valuable insight from the wealth of information it contains. This 
awareness has inspired several government agencies and businesses alike to roll 
out plans for big data research and applications [6, 7] in recent times. However, 
with these opportunities come numerous challenges across the various stages of 
big data value chain; from data acquisition to data analysis. Thus, big data 
analytics and specifically predictive analytics have attracted increasing interest in 
recent times. Notably because predictive analytics, the use of data, statistical 
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outcomes based on historical data [8], has not only yielded dividends for 
companies who now improve their business through insights from their large 
transactional database but also attracted research interest from the research 
community due to need for more robust, stable and scalable predictive tools in the 
big data era. Fig 1 is a reflection of this salient fact. It shows the worldwide 
interest in the terms big data, predictive analytics and machine learning based on 
web search on Google between 2004 to November 2015. The pattern in the web 
search count for all the three variables in the graph shows an increasing trend in 
the last couple of years. 
Nature inspired machine learning algorithms, like the feed forward Neural 
Networks (NN) variants have witnessed a shift from latency oriented 
implementation (Central Processing Unit) to throughput oriented implementation, 
like Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), in recent years [9]; notably to take full 
advantage of the parallel processing capability of the latter for speedy training of 
big data. Here, the performance of one of such GPU implementations, a variant of 
the Back Propagation Neural Network (NN), called Multiple Back Propagation 
(MBP) [9] on a big data platform is examined in the light of its performance on 
high dimensional datasets. An improved scheme of GPU based Multiple Back 
Propagation (MBP) with feature selection for big high dimensional data problems 
is proposed and evaluated with known evaluation metrics. 
The organization of this paper is as follows; Section 2 outlines the previous 
related works on MBP. Section 3 presents the proposed improved scheme while 
the dataset and methods of the research are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the 
experimental results and conclusions are presented in Section 5 and 6 respectively. 
2      Related Work 
Several GPU implementations of NN have been reported in literature in recent 
years with significant performance improvement over the traditional methods 
especially with respect to computational time. Details of these methods can be 
found in [10-14]. However, as far as GPU Based MBP is concerned, the  first 
work was by [15] where a GPU implementation of the Back propagation and 
Multiple Back Propagation (MBP) algorithms in the training of Multiple Feed 
Forward Networks for the classification and fast detection of ventricular 
arrhythmias. A significant speedup was achieved in comparative analysis to the 
CPU implementation.  In a more recent work, [16] added a GPU implementation 
of Self Organising Map (SOM) to GPU Machine Learning Library (GPUMLib) 
[17] and used the duo of the implemented parallel SOM and parallel MBP for 
biomedical data classification. A superior performance of MBP over SOM in 
terms of speed and classification accuracy was reported and feature reduction of 
high dimensional datasets was suggested as future research direction. This 
suggestion, coupled with the unfolding challenges posed by high dimensional 
datasets in the big data era [18] which has in turn brought about renewed interest 
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in feature/dimensionality reduction as a solution to datasets with high 
dimensionality [19] has formed the motivation for this work.   
 
3     The Improved Scheme 
The improved scheme of high dimensional data classification proposed in this 
work is illustrated pictorially in Fig. 2 and described in details here. 
 
Fig. 2: An improved scheme of high dimensional data classification 
Feature Selection. For any given high dimensional dataset, the scheme performs 
feature selection after which the selected predictors are passed on to the GPU 
based classifier. In this work we perform automatic feature selection by 
leveraging the built in feature selection capability of  elastic net(enet) model [20] 
in the fscaret package [21]. The choice of enet as the feature selection method has 
been carefully made due to its good performance on high dimensional datasets 
with low sample sizes. The feature ranking process is summarized as follows; 
• Provide input dataset and a few settings. For this study, the setting are; 
 75% of dataset was used for training and the rest as testing set 
 Time limiting function was set to 100000s 
 Preprocess data function set to TRUE 
 Feature selection was done with enet Model 
• Models are built 
• Variable rankings are drawn out of the models  
• Generalization error is calculated for each model  
• Variable rankings are scaled according to generalization error  
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GPUMLib. GPUMLib is an open source GPU based Machine Learning Library. 
This library which was developed using NVidia CUDA C++ provides range of 
machine learning tools for researchers and practitioners who wish to take 
advantage of the extreme parallelism offered by the GPU on compute-intensive 
tasks. A number of Machine learning algorithms have been implemented on the 
GPUMLib, notably of which are Back propagation NN, MBP, SOM and SVM 
amongst others. Its source code and other relevant details can be obtained at 
http://gpumlib.sourceforge.net/. 
 
Fig. 3: A graphical representation Multiple feed forward network with the space 
and main networks.[22] 
Multiple Back Propagation (MBP). The MBP is a generalization the BP 
since it combines two Feed Forward networks (Fig 3); the space network and the 
main network. Both networks whose topology might not necessarily be the same 
receive the same input pattern. Neurons of the main network are assigned 
actuations and the space network calculates the importance, importance factor 
( pjm ), of each actuation neuron for each pattern fed to the network (Equation (1)). 
Hence, the actuation neurons of the main network respond differently to different 
input pattern. More details on MBP can be found in [22]. 
             ( )p p p pj j j jx m g a=                       (1) 
Although the GPU significantly reduces the time taken to train Neural Networks 
(NNs), it can be very challenging to get the right network topology. More often 
than not this requires trial and error which is tedious, difficult and most of all time 
consuming, thus defeating the essence of its GPU implementation. In an attempt 
to ease this daunting task, the Autonomous Training System (ATS); a system that 
automatically trains several NNs while adjusting the network topology to an 
improved solution is implemented as wrapper class through which the MBP 
algorithms can be used for classification problems. The ATS begins training a NN 
given an initial configuration and topology. It evaluates the results, logs it and 
adjusts the number of hidden neurons. The new network with the adjusted hidden 
neurons is also trained and evaluated after which its result is compared to the best 
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result found so far. This comparison is used as a basis for the adjustment of the 
hidden neurons of the next NN. The process is repeated until the stopping criteria 
are met (Lopes & Ribeiro, 2015). 
For this work, we initially classify each benchmark dataset without feature 
selection after which feature selection is performed and the selected features were 
classified using MBP; starting from the highest ranked 200 features, a stepwise 
increment of 200 features followed in descending order of importance. This 
process was repeated for all benchmark datasets. In addition, only 2 layered MBP 
networks with maximum of 10000 iterations were trained 100 times and the 
reported results reflects the average of the 100 trained networks with their 
corresponding time. Also worthy of mention is that the hidden neuron, J, for all 
networks was initially set to 100 after which the ATS is allowed to search for the 
best during the course of training. 
4      Dataset 
In a bid to ensure comparability of the Improved scheme classification scheme 
with the  previous scheme, three high dimensional datasets used by [16] have been 
chosen and described in Table 1. These Leukemia, Prostate cancer and ovarian 
cancer datasets can be obtained from http://datam.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/datasets/krbd/. 
Fig 3 depicts a heatmap of each dataset after hierarchically clustering the features 






The Leukemia dataset consist a total of 72 bone marrow samples each of which 
represents 7129 probes of 6817 human genes. The classification task it presents is 
to differentiate between an Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL) and Acute 
Myeloid Leukemia (AML). As shown in Table 1, 38 of these samples represent 
the training set (27 AML and 11 ALL) while the remaining 34 samples (14 AML 
and 20 ALL) are the testing set. The Prostate cancer dataset presents a normal 
versus tumor classification problem with 12600 features. The training set consists 
of 102 samples of which 50 are normal while 52 are prostate tumor samples. The 
test dataset was extracted from an entirely different experiment, thus a microarray 
intensity difference of over 10 times difference from the training set has been 
recorded. This disparity can be seen in heat map in Fig 4(b). The classification 
Table 1: Datasets Description 
Dataset 
(Benchmark) 
#Samples #Features #Classes 
Class Distribution 
Training Test Training Test 
Leukaemia 38 34 7,129 2 59-41% 71-29% 
Prostate Cancer 102 34 12,600 2 49-51% 26-74% 
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task brought by the Ovarian cancer dataset has to do with the identification 
proteomic patterns in serum that distinguishes a cancerous ovarian from a non-
cancerous one. From the 253 mass spectroscopy generated samples, 203 samples 
(70 normal and 132 cancerous) have been chosen as training set and 50 samples 
(15 normal and 35 cancerous) held out as testing set in this experiment. 
 
 
Fig. 4: Images of different intensity in training set 
5      Experimental Results and Discussions  
For the leukemia dataset, an ordered ranking, from highest to lowest, of 6936 
most relevant features were selected from the total 7129 features. Table 2 shows 
the results obtained on the entire feature space (first on the table), all selected 
features and the best subset of the leukemia dataset. The performance of MBP on 
the leukemia benchmark with varying feature sizes is also depicted in Fig 5. 
While the performance of the model steadily drop as we vary the selected features 
in descending order of their importance, a sharp drop in performance is observed 
across all evaluation metrics on the 1200 highly ranked features. This is indicated 
by the steep similar position in Fig 5. That the model sharply recovers on the 1400 
most relevant features might indicate that a group of correlated features were 
separated on the 1200 features. The improved scheme shows some performance 
improvement as the features reduce to the most important ones with peak 






Table 2: Experimental results of Leukemia Dataset 
#Features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity F-measure Time(s) 
7129 68.71% 47.21% 83.75% 67.05% 10.28 
200 94.85% 90.21% 98.10% 94.78% 0.30 
Selected features 71.29% 46.86% 88.40% 70.34% 9.70 
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Fig. 5: Evolution of Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and F-measure for 
Leukemia dataset  
In the case of the prostate cancer dataset, a total number of 6757 features of the 
total 12600 feature were select and ranked in a descending order of importance 
after feature selection with enet. Table 3 shows the results obtained on the entire 
dataset without feature selection, all the selected features and the best subsets of 
the selected features. From the table, MBP shows better performance with 
selected features over the whole dataset in terms of Specificity (81.38%) and F-
measure (64.31%). However, by narrowing the selected features to the most 
relevant 200 and 400 features respectively, the improved scheme generally 
performs better on all evaluation metrics and shorter time interval. Fig 6 shows 
the performance of the various metrics as we increase the selected features in 
descending order of their importance. The trend reveals general performance 








Table 3: Experimental result of Prostate Cancer Dataset 
#Features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity F-measure Time(s) 
12600 57.91% 55.69% 65.13% 60.82% 58.47 
200 71.21% 62.92% 98.13% 77.22% 1.65 
400 79.09% 76.42% 87.75% 80.14% 2.56 
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Fig. 6: Evolution of Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and F-measure for Prostate 
Cancer 
Only a total of 667 out of a total of 15154 features were selected and ranked in 
descending order of importance on applying enet feature selection on the ovarian 
benchmark. Due to the size of the selected features and to further study the 
performance of the proposed scheme with varying number features, we split the 
selected features into multiples of 100 in a decreasing order of importance as 
ranked by the feature selection technique. Table 4 shows the result of the 
evaluation entire feature space (first on the table), all selected features and the best 
subset of the benchmark. An improvement in classification performance is 
observed on the selected features and a peak performance is recorded on the most 
relevant 100 features by enet standard. The trend in Model performance as the 







Table 1: Experimental result of Ovarian Cancer Dataset 
#Features Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity F-measure Time 
15154 97.10% 97.26% 96.73% 96.67% 107.20 
100 99.92% 99.89% 100.00% 99.91% 0.81 
Selected Features 98.32% 99.36% 95.64% 97.93% 5.64 
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Fig. 7: Evolution of Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity and F-measure for Ovarian 
Cancer dataset 
In comparison to the previous scheme, specifically the work of [16], the proposed 
scheme with feature selection generally performs better across all evaluation 
metrics especially when the feature space is narrowed down to the most highly 
ranked ones. 
6      Conclusion  
The need for fast, scalable and robust machine tools in the big data era cannot be 
over emphasized as the increasing sample size and high dimensionality that 
characterize datasets point to this fact. Taking inspiration from these challenges, 
this work propose an improved scheme of GPU-based MBP for big data 
classification problems with feature selection for high dimensional datasets. By 
selecting all low level features that individually or jointly contribute to the 
classification performance a model using enet and building a classifier with these 
features with GPU-Based MBP, we recorded improved performance within 
minimum time based on Sensitivity, Specificity, F-measure and classification 
Accuracy of the classifier. Experimental results on three benchmark datasets 
reveal significant performance improvement over the previous scheme. Especially 
when the selected feature space is narrowed down to the highest ranked 100 and 
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